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Motivation

Data collection in marine environments 
is expensive and employs “archaic” 
techniques

Humans currently perform most data 
collection tasks which include

Visual surveys

Video transects

Water quality monitoring

Performing surveys is dependent on

Weather

Diver limitations

Available equipment (ships)



Common AUV designs

“Torpedo”
Good endurance 
(low drag)
Poor 
manoeuvrability

“Crate”
Poor endurance
Good 
manoeuvrability





The Starbug AUV

Front stereo 
camera Manoeuvring 

thrusters

Payload 
compartment

Main thrusters



One-man deploy



Performance 

Current configuration
(Lead acid batteries)

Proposed configuration
(Lithium Ion 
batteries)



 test sites



NAVIGATING UNDERWATER

OPTIONS:

Acoustic infrastructure

Bathymetric map matching

dead reckoning



Visual motion

Vision-based helicopter
velocity control: +2, 0, -2 m/s
(2003)



Image space motion

An image point at (u,v) with the camera 
undergoing translational (Tx,Ty,Tz) and 
rotational (ωx, ωy, ωz) motion moves:

Image 
Jacobian

Feature
velocity

Robot
velocity



Visual motion

Helicopter down 
camera.
Raw feature flow with 
outliers.



Feature tracking

Harris: pool sequence

KLT: reef sequence



Image plane motion

 Image plane motion represents translation and rotation

Visual 
observation

6DOF vehicle 
motion












Translational velocity 

height
Model
error

Visual 
observation

gyro



Visual motion estimation in 3D 

Left Left

Right Right

tk-1 tk

(1) Spatially match 
features from the stereo 

images

Three-way feature matching

Camera altitude and ground 
texture characteristics

(2) Temporally match the 
stereo points from previous to 

current time steps 

Image plane motion (optic flow)



Visual motion estimation in 3D - Optimisation

xk

tk-1 tk

Perform three-way 
feature match

Image plane Image plane

T 3D point 
reconstructionxest

Reconstructed image 
plane

Optimise vehicle pose 
estimate



Algorithms

Nelder-Mead simplex method

Nonlinear optimisation routine

Good solution performance

Does not require derivatives of minimised function to be 
predetermined (‘model free’)

Cost function

Median square error reprojection error

Constant velocity vehicle model

Motion filters used to discard erroneous solutions



Visual motion estimation in 3D - Performance

Cross trackAlong track



Results – Ocean



Recent achievements

Fully autonomous GPS 
transects ~700m (approx 
1km in still water)

Vision-based altitude 
control

In-field vision-based 
linear transects 20m 10min 250m



Experimental evaluation - Performance

(b) Depth control

(a) Heading control





Vision-based tasks

Other vision-based tasks 
demonstrated

Line following

Target tracking

Terrain following

Linear transects

Docking

Marine science 
applications

QCAT AUV test tank





Problem

 Crown-of-Thorns Starfish 
(COTS) 

 A natural pest

  the COTS feeds on coral and in 
the process kills it 

 Two methods are currently used 
for monitoring:

1. Video recording a section of reef 
and later analysed by a human 
counting the number of COTS

2. Manta Tow Survey whereby a human 
is towed behind a boat and counts 
the number of COTS observed 



Objective

 To autonomously 
monitor populations of 
COTS onboard the AUV



Image Segmentation 

= + +

Colour RGB Components

TextureShape



Texture Invariance

Scale Invariance

The size of the texture should not determine 
whether classification is correct

Rotation Invariance

The algorithm should not be dependant on the 
textures having to be orientated a particular 
way for the COTS to be detected

Grey-Scale Invariance

The average grey level should not influence 
the outcome of classification



Local Binary Patterns 

Ojala et al., 2002, Pietikainen et al., 2000



Texture matching
LBP

computed over overlapping windows

 histogrammed into 9 bins over the window
COTS SandCoral



Texture database

3Mpix images

384 x 384 pixel patches

12 COTS

15 various corals (not 
COTS)

LBP computed at 3 
different scales each



Texture matching

classify texture from 
histogram matching

segment COTS texture

cleanup COTS blobs

Count the blobs



Segmentation



Results - Percentage of Image 
Detected










